National Specialty, Tulsa, Oklahoma held April 03, 2015.
Judge: Dr. Steve Keating

Best of Breed

GCH NAMASTE MISSION TO CIVILIZE.

Best of Winners

SLEEPYCREEK'S SMOOTH CRUZIN.

Best of Opposite Sex

GCH SPOTLIGHT LONDON TRI SYMPHONY.

Select Dog

GCH INVOLO THE KING OF POP.

Select Bitch

GCH ANIMATO ANNACOTT DIVINECHOKLAT.
Awards of Merit

GCH CLEARLAKE ON THE ROAD AGAIN

GCH INVOLO WANNA BE STARTIN’ SOMETHIN’

GCH MGL-ISLE ROYAL RANSOM OF VW

GCH WINGSSONG SINGULAR SENSATION

GCH FENICE LE BEAUDREUX

Winners Dog

SLEEPYCREEK'S SMOOTH CRUZIN.

Reserve Winners Dog

INVOLO TALK IS CHEAP.

Winners Bitch

CLEARLAKE COCOOTJE.
Reserve Winners Bitch

JOSANDRE’ DAY DREAMER.

Best Puppy

Not Listed.

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

Not Listed.

Best Veteran

Not Listed.

Best Junior Handler

Grace Stewart.